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Snap-on Wins Two Professional Tool & Equipment
News (PTEN) People’s Choice Awards
LINCOLNSHIRE, Ill., Oct. 01, 2021 – Snap-on® has received two People’s Choice Awards in
the 2021 Professional Tool & Equipment News (PTEN) Innovation Award program. Snap-on
was honored for its APOLLO-D9™ diagnostic scan tool and its ADAS Recalibration Report.
The new APOLLO-D9™ diagnostic scan tool is designed and engineered for technicians. Get to
work fast with a two-second boot-up and see the big picture with a nine-inch capacitive
touchscreen display. Fast-Track® Intelligent Diagnostics simplifies workflow, providing filtered
information relevant to the vehicle and code being worked on. Features include SureTrack® real
fixes and top repairs, TSBs, Smart Data for relevant vehicle and code-specific PIDs with known
good values, and common procedures, specs and service interval sets. An updated Ethernet
cable connects to the latest protocols and automatic updates to the Snap-on cloud makes
sharing pre- and post-scan reports simple.
The ADAS Recalibration Report supplies a summary of the work carried out by the technician,
allowing them to give the next level of explanation to their customers and insurance companies.
It identifies the vehicle, mileage, the system and date of recalibration. It also provides space to
fill in input values and detailed results. Used with the Pre- and Post-scan reports, the ADAS
recalibration report creates a holistic summary of the complete repair. The report is linked with
the vehicle job so with the latest software and Wi-Fi, it can be synced to the Snap-on Cloud to
share by text or email.
Readers of PTEN and Professional Distributor were invited to voice their opinions and vote on
their top product entries nominated in the Innovation Awards program to be recognized as 2021
People’s Choice Award winners.
To learn more information about Snap-on’s diagnostic solutions, visit
www.snapon.com/diagnostics or talk to a Snap-on franchisee or other Snap-on sales
representative.
About Snap-on Diagnostics:
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer
and marketer of tools, diagnostics and repair information and systems solutions for professional
users performing critical tasks. Products are sold through the company’s franchisee, companydirect distributor and Internet channels. Founded in 1920, Snap-on is headquartered in
Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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